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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Liquid Metal Reactor Development
Program has been restructured to take advantage
of the opportunity today to carry out R4D on
truly advanced reactor technology. The program
gives particular emphasis to improvements to
reactor safety. The new directions are based on
the technology of the Integral Fast Reactor
(IFR). Much of the basis for superior safety
performance using IFR technology has been
experimentally verified and aggressive programs
continue in EBR-II and TREAT. Progress has been
made in demonstrating both the metallic fuel and
the new electrochemical processes of the IFR.
The FFTF facility is converting to metallic
fuel; however, FFTF also maintains a
considerable U.S. program in oxide fuels. In
addition, generic programs are continuing in
steam generator testing, materials development,
and, with international cooperation, aqueous
reprocessing. Design studies are carried out in
conjunction with the IFR technology development
program. In summary, the U.S. maintains an
active development program in Liquid Metal
Reactor technology, and new directions in
reactor safety are central to the program.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Energy
continues to sponsor an active reactor
development program in Liquid Metal Reactors.
The purpose of this paper is to describe this
program, outline its rationale and, with a
particular emphasis on safety, briefly describe
its goals and achievements.

The situation in the U.S. today is one of
ample present electrical capacity,' lack of
public acceptance of nuclear power, and
substantial financial risk in nuclear plant
construction, so that in the foreseeable future
the outlook is not promising for further nuclear
plant orders. The lack of present demand for
additional nuclear capacity obviously affects
the degree of support there can be for national
expenditures on further reactor development. At

present, therefore, unless there is a
Congressionally-mandated change in policy, there
is little likelihood of federal funding for
large scale construction in civilian reactor
development. A U.S. program predicated upon
early federally financed construction is not
realistic in the present circumstances.

Further, the need to curtail federal
expenditures puts pressure on all federally
financed R4D, and it puts particular pressure on
appl ied R&D that is not perceived as necessary
for the near term. Under such circumstances, it
may be surprising that the U.S. program has
maintained itself as well as it has. The U.S.
LMR development programs have stabilized at
about $ 175K a year, not an inconsiderable sum.
There are two principal reasons for this:
First, there is support for continued advanced
reactor development of a particular kind.
Second, the redefined U.S. program promises
sufficient advances and improvements to be seen
as a worthwhile expenditure of national
resources.

The fundamental Justification for the
program, of course, is that further nuclear
power will be needed eventually, and needed in
immense amounts. Nothing compares in magnitude
to nuclear and at least some polls even today
suggest that a majority of the public recognizes
the inevitability of the eventual need for
nuclear power to provide a substantial portion
of the nation's energy. But not now. There is
no acceptance by any of the necessary
communities, utility, financial, governmental,
or the general public, that there is need for
further nuclear construction today. However,
there is sufficient acceptance of a continued
need for development of improved reactors, and
particularly for development that may lead to
improvements in reactor safety.

Public perception eventually determines
governmental action, and in particular, what is
funded and is not. For the public, the TMI-2
accident called Into question the fundamental
safety of nuclear powers MASTER
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degree. The consequences of failures of
mechanical systems and less than optimal
operator act.ons were dramatically played out on
national television for many days, and continued
to be news for raunths and years afterward.
Chernobyl, even more, has intensified and
solidified public concern. At bottom, the
public knows instinctively that sooner or later
mechanical systems fail, and operators make
mistakes. Reactors must be able to survive
these events. Their nuclear safety should not
hinge on proper operation of mechanical systems
or even on reliable Judgments of plant
operators. Work along these lines, as is
indicated by the theme of this conference, finds
a good deal of support.

The present U.S. advanced reactor program,
therefore, recognizes the following facts:
There is support for development of improved
reactor types. There is particular emphasis
today on improvements to reactor safety. There
is no support for large expenditures on
construction. This, therefore, is a time for
R&O, and in particular, this is a time that
presents an opportunity for imaginative and
innovative R&D. In fact, this may be the first
opportunity since the v?ry early days of nuclear
power development that could allow radical
changes and improvements to civil reactor
systems to be made. Nuclear reactor
commercialization came on very fast, and in
effect froze early technology and design choices
in place. But today there are no deadlines as
there were earlier, unrealistic as they may now
be seen to have been, that enforce just the
technology at hand to be utilized, and designs
to be frozen. Many at this conference will
remember when the U.S. program was planned on an
assumption of 1000 GWe of installed nuclear
capacity in the U.S. in the year 2000. A better
assumption today may well be one of no further
nuclear plant starts in the U.S. until at least
the year 2000.

In any event, it is clear that the
rationale for further advanced reactor
development in this country does not lie in the
need for large additions to nuclear capacity in
the near future. The entire rationale lies in
the importance of the eventual need for nuclear
power and that given time for new R&D, and new
concepts to develop, radical improvements to
reactor systems are feasible and can be made.

The U.S. DOE LMR development program, for
these reasons, can be characterized as an R&D
program, with construction limited to the
modifications and additions required to carry
out the RID. It seeks to develop and optimize
the entire reactor system: reactor, fuel cycle,
and waste processes. It supports a base of top
flight technical expertise in all reactor-
related disciplines — not an unimportant fact
from a national point of view. These R&D
program are also planned to be a central point

around which university nuclear engineering
programs can focus a substantial portion of
their research and training in all facets of
reactor systems. New young trained talent and
expertise must be developed and this is a
mechanism by which the federal government can
promote this.

The U.S. program, therefore, has explicitly
recognized the changed situation today. Its
directions are crystallizing to take advantage
of the opportunity provided. The time, the
funding, and the freedom to make complete
conceptual changes, if necessary, to develop a
truly improved advanced reactor technology is a
true opportunity and the U.S. program is
structured to take advantage of it.

IFR TECHNOLOGY

The principal directions of the program are
based on the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR)
concept. This concept is based on two simple
premises. The first is that the central elercer.t
of any breeder reactor system is its fuel
cycle. Any new breeder system should therefore
have its fuel cycle developed with the reactor
itself and optimized as an integral part of the
whole system. (This, by the way, was the origin
of the name Integral Fast Reactor). The second
premise is that any advanced generation of
reactors must be developed to have
characteristics that explicitly suit it to meet,
very large energy demands in the future. A
certain set of characteristics is implied by
this. If an advanced reactor concept does not
have these characteristics, and is therefore not
acceptable for very wide deployment, the
expenditure of resources required to develop it
is Just not likely to be worthwhile. Meeting
total future energy needs means deployment of
thousands, or tens of thousands, of reactors.
Such a new generation must be extraordinarily
safe, so that the statistical probability in the
aggregate of accident remains very small.

Other characteristics can be cited
quickly: Economic promise, closed fuel cycle,
high uranium resource utilization, reduced
volume waste, preferably with very long lived
radio isotopes removed, improved fissile
material diversion characteristics, reduced
transport of fissile material; the list goes on.

IFR technology choices were therefore
based, first, on the recognition that a new
generation of breeder reactor should have as
many of these characteristics as possible, and
second, that there had been advances in the past
20 years that made characteristics of this kind
scientifically feasible. If practical on an
engineering scale these advances would allow
better exploitation of the inherent properties
of liquid metal cooling and give substantial
improvements in reactor properties.



The IFR concept consists of four technical
features. (1) liquid sodium cooling, (2) pool
reactor configuration, (3) metallic fuel, and
(t) an integral fuel cycle based or.
electroche.Tical processing and injection cast
fuel fabrication.

Liquid metal cooling allows an atmospheric
pressure primary system so that thick-walled
pressure vessels are unnecessary. This in turn
allows a pool configuration with accompanying
large thermal inertia. Metallic fuel provides a
very important property in its high thermal
conductivity. This allows a low temperature
fuel, one which has negligible positive
reactivity feedback on power reduction. This
latter property provides ability to survive
certain classes of potentially very serious
accidents. The combination of large coolant
thermal inertia and negligible positive feedback
on power reduction gives the concept a range of
very important inherent safety characteristics.

Further, however, the adoption of metallic
fuel allows few-step compact metallurgical
processing and simple casting fabrication.
These are radical changes with potential for
real economic breakthroughs in the fuel cycle.
Metallic fuel also has superior neutronics which
can be utilized in a number of ways to improve
the system.

In addition, however, the U.S. program is
not" focused entirely on metallic fuel. Liquid
metal cooling allows any of the suggested fuel
forms to be used. The U.S. still maintains a
considerable program in oxide fuels.

Further, much of the development work
required for liquid metal reactors is completely
independent of fuel form, and the program
includes considerable generic work applicable to
any fuel type.

Continued design activities are also a part
of the program. In the main they seek to take
advantage of the properties of the IFR system.
The designs that will be described in the papers
to follow this afternoon also have the
innovative feature of relatively small-unit
modularity. The IFR development itself,
however, and, of course, the continued
development of oxide fuel, are quite independent
of particular choices of size in reactor design.

LIQUID METAL REACTOR SAFETY

The overall safety record of nuclear power
is extraordinarily good. Certainly this is true
in the western world, and until Chernobyl the
same statement could have been made worldwide.
Put in proper perspective, perhaps even in the
face of Chernobyl it might be argued that the
statement still holds. But as far as the
directions to be taken in advanced reactor
safety, the most important fact about safety is

that the economic risks that now block nuclear
power in this country flow from questions of
safety, either real or perceived. Safety issues
have moved to the center of nuclear power
economics.

Safety clearly impacts reactor economics
through direct costs of specific safety
features, as well as the costly delays in plant
construction due to safety and licensing
issues. But the overwhelming important effect
is indirect. Opposition to nuclear power based
on safety concerns is the fundamental reason for
of all the uncertainties and delays in
construction, uncertainties in some instances
even as to whether eventual operation will be
allowed at all. It is this that has led to the
very adverse economics of nuclear plants and
cancellation of all new orders. Safety and
economics therefore can no longer be thought of
as competing or opposing goals. Enhanced safety
and perception of safety are required for
improved economics. Both plant safety and
perceptions of safety are improved by assured
inherent passive mechanisms in place of active
engineered systems. And liquid metal coolant,
with appropriate choices of materials and
design, is particularly well adapted to a wide
range of inherent safety characteristics.

The paper by Cahalan, et. al., to this
conference outlines the basis for IFR liquid
metal reactor inherent safety characteristics.
Briefly, the characteristics of liquid sodium
itself set the stage. Its high boiling point
gives large margins to coolant boiling, low
operating pressure, and makes the pool
configuration possible. Its high thermal
conductivity and specific heat capacity allow
decay heat removal by natural circulation. Its
neutronic properties allow high internal
breeding gains and consequent low external
control reactivity requirements. Low pressures
allow large masses of coolant in both the
intermediate and primary heat transports systems
and result in slow responses to balance-of-plant
transients. The pool design in particular
provides high heat capacity and slow response to
balance-of-plant transients, and assures
adequate primary coolant flow paths under all
conditions. Metallic fuel capitalizes further
on the properties of liquid sodium and
significantly increases the range of passive
safety characteristics. Its high heat
conductivity allows a low temperature fuel with
a small cold-to-hot reactivity swing, reducing
both control requirements and the positive cool-
down reactivity that must be overcome in power
reduction transients. These then are the
intrinsic properties.

From a reliability viewpoint, the IFR aetal
fuel is a simple, reliable and functional
design. It is simply fabricable and not prone
to defects. It is capable of being operated at
full power with a high tolerance to local fuel



failures. This enhanced tolerance of metallic
fuel elements to local fuel failures has a
number of facets. First, the fuel element is
compatible with sodium. There is no interaction
between liquid sodium and the metal alloys.
Second, fuel lifetimes under irradiation are
highly predictable. Mechanisms for early fuel
failures are less in this fuel type: The high
thermal conductivity of metal fuel gives very
limited hot spot temperatures for distorted
geometries. The low smear densities and the
formation of open porosity lessen the
conpressive strength of the fuel and the
cladding loading stresses remain low. The main
stress on the clad comes from fission gas
pressure and fuel failures at high burnup can be
reliably predicted from internal gas pressure
loading.

In essence, the experience has been that
the fuel elements run out to this end-of-life
condition almost infallibly, and all reach end-
of-life at the same time. The new U-Pu-Zr
metallic-fuel IFR lead subassemblies in EBR-1I
have attained a burnup, as of February of this
year, of 1*4.5 a/o without failure, and are now
being run out to end-of-life. The IFR design
goal was 10 a/o. Benign behavior of metal fuel
under intentionally induced fuel failures have
been demonstrated for both the IFR ternary alloy
fuel and the EBR-II uranium-fissium fuel in run-
beyond-clad-breach experiments in EBR-II.

Metallic fuel gives large margins. Treat
experiments have shown that IFR fuel can be
subjected to over-power transients a factor of 4
over normal power before failure. The intrinsic
properties of the fuel along with the large
margins lead to design basis accidents with
consequences well within conservatively
interpreted acceptance guidelines for normal
plant protection systems setpoints. These
characteristics can also be used to simplify
plant control system and protection system
configurations.

The IFR has the capability of surviving
without damage all three of the anticipated
transient without-scram events. The details are
outlined in other papers to this conference.
The feasibility of shutdown in anticipated
transients-without-scram events in reactor
designs based on IFR technology was dramatically
demonstrated by the unprotected loss-of-flow and
loss-of-heat sink tests in EBR-II in April of
1986. These EBR-II transients demonstrated that
safe shutdown could be achieved naturally in
metal fuel systems of this kind without action
of the normal safety systems or provision of
engineered features for protection against such
accidents.

Further, for accidents involving wide-
spread core melt, although the possibility of
occurrence is exceedingly small, metallic fuel

has three further characteristics that reduce
risk even in these extreme circumstances.
Experiments in TREAT have shown that metallic
fuel expands significantly within the clad as it
starts to melt, giving a substantial reactivity
shutdown mechanism, before the clad itself
fails. Second, the fuel is dispersive if the
clad fails, giving rise to a further very
powerful, final shutdown mechanism, Finally,
for resolidified molten metal fuel the debris
beds are highly porous and coolable. Thus the
energy to be expected in an IFR melt down
transient is expected to be very modest and the
debris bed is expected to be coolable by natural
circulation.

In summary, much of the basis for expecting
superior safety performance from metal fuel has
been experimentally verified. However, there
still is much less operational and transient
data available for metal fuel than for oxide.
Aggressive programs testing metallic fuel are
therefore underway in EBR-II and TREAT.

IFR PROGRESS

The objective of the IFR safety program is
to provide the data to validate the inherent
safety features of the IFR and to fully
characterize the totality of safety features
associated with metallic fuel. The program
itself is composed of detailed analyses,
calculational modeling, TREAT in-pile tests,
out-of-pile experiments, and full plant tests in
EBR-I1. Metallic fuel transient behavior
modeling and experiments and analyses
quantifying the inherent safety characteristics
are all well along.

Demonstration of the operational
performance of IFR U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy
metallic fuel and development of the new
electrochemical processes are the other two
major development programs. Physical properties
of the IFR fuel and fuel-cladding interactions
over a range of conditions, compositions, and
temperatures have been measured. As previously
mentioned, the lead irradiation test assemblies
in EBR-II with the new IFR fuel have reached
burnups of 145,000 MWd/tonne as of February 1988
and are continuing their irradiation to end-of-
life. Interim post irradiation examinations
have been performed at various burnup levels.
No failures have been seen, nor has any reason
been identified to expect failure before the
burnup levels set by the fission gas pressure
buildup determined by the particular plenum
volume selected for this first batch of fuel.

Fabrication technology is also
progressing. Fuel pins have been successfully
cast over a wide range of dimensions and
compositions. Contrary to initial expectations,
larger fuel pin diameters are found to be
somewhat easier to cast and require less energy



input. The reference process is now single-step
fabrication, with no need for alloy preparation
even for the ternary alloy.

A new low-cost alloy fuel production
facility called the Fuel Manufacturing Facility
(FMF) has been constructed and put into
operation at Argonne West. It will manufacture
fuel for both EBR-II and FFTF.

The new spent fuel processes have also
moved through the various stages of
development. Over the past two years an
extensive series of electrorefining experiments
have been completed. Uranium-plutonium metal
has been successfully electrorefined in small
scale experiments. Large scale experiments have
continued with uranium metal, because of a
security limitation on the amount of plutonium
that is allowed on the Argonne-East site, where
the development is done. At present transfers
of 10 kg of uranium on a single cathode are
being carried out routinely. This is close to
plant scale.

After successful completion of these
feasibility demonstrations, the next step is to
demonstrate the entire fuel cycle using EBR-II
and the refurbished EBR-II fuel cycle
facility. Gradual substitution of 1FR fuel in
EBR-II will lead to whole core IFR fuel
operation. The modifications to the EBR-II fuel
cycle facility will equip the EBR-II complex
with plant scale metallic processing and
fabrication modules. These modifications are
now underway. In this way a prototype IFR will
be operational in three years time, for EBR-II
will then be in full operation as a complete
prototype. Full core loadings of prototypical
fuel will have reached fuel target burnup levels
and will be processed, fabricated and returned
to the reactor.

The FFTF also continues to play a very
major role in the U.S. LMR program. Its current
program is the subject of the next section.

FFTF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The FFTF remains the most modern and
powerful fuels and materials test reactor in the
world today. A 76.5* capacity factor was
achieved in 1987, even though the FFTF is
designed and operated to carry out a complex
experimental mission which requires frequent
start-ups, shutdowns, and refueling. The FFTF
Operational Efficiency Factor, a measure of the
ability of the plant and operating staff to meet
schedule, has averaged over 97$ for the last
five years. In early 1988 an FFTF experimental
mixed oxide fuel assembly reached a burnup of
171 MWd/kg; a world record for a full sized fuel
assembly. Efforts are underway to broaden
FFTF's missions to serve not only the LMR
advanced reactor developoment objective at

prototypic scale, but also to provide
irradiation testing services supporting fusion
energy development, space power programs, and
other DOE missions. Capabilities to produce
isotopes of commercial value (primarily for the
medical industry) have been demonstrated as well
as FFTF's potential to produce electric power.

Additionally, a major passive safety
testing program was conducted in 1986 which
demonstrated the inherent safety nature of an
oxide core in FFTF. This is reported separately
at this conference. Programmatic efforts to
maximize operating safety have also included an
"early warning system" to monitor for adverse
trends in personnel and plant performance and an
ALARA (As Low As Reasonable Achievable) approach
to radiation exposure, which, when combined with
other LMR attributes, has resulted in total man-
rem exposures two orders of magnitude less than
commercial power reactors.

International collaboration irradiations in
FFTF have included oxide fuel and blanket tests
for Japan's MONJU reactor, an oxide fuel joint
test with the United Kingdom, a joint carbide
test with Switzerland, and multiple materials
tests in the Materials Open Test Assembly
(MOTA). New tests for the near future include
Joint oxide fuel and blanket tests for Japan's
DFBR and the BEATRIX-IJ international Fusion
MOTA test.

The focal point of the oxide fuel
development program in the U.S. is the Core
Demonstration Experiment (CDE), which uses the
non-swelling ferritic stainless alloy HT9. This
partial core loading of 10 fuel and 6 blanket
assemblies has achieved one-half of its goal
exposure of three years, or 900 Effective Full
Power Days. Examination of lead tests and
conduct of safety transient tests support high
expectations that an LMR fuel system having a
three to four year lifetime capability will be
fully demonstrated by 1990. Other oxide fuel
tests nearing completion will demonstrate two
year lifetimes for an oxide fuel system
utilizing advanced austenitic steel components.

Qualification of uranium-zirconium metal
fuel in FFTF is a relatively new initiative.
Demonstration of the performance capability of
prototypic full-length fuel pins were initiated
in 1987 and early-in-life performance results
are expected in 1988. Results will be used to
confirm performance projections which are based
currently upon the observed performance of short
fuel pins irradiated in EBR-II. The first two
of an additional 17 prototypic tests include
nominal and peak power conditions exposed for
varying lifetimes. The lead Integral Fast
Reactor metal fuel test will complete its
irradiation in 1988.



The FFTF is in the process of converting
operation to metai fue1.. Testing is underway as
are analyses to provide a FSAR prior to
conversion in 1992.

LIQUID METAL REACTOR PLANT DESIGNS

In conjunction with the work on the
Integral Fast Reactor Technology, designs and
supporting trade-off studies are being developed
for an advanced licensable liquid metal reactor
system. The major thrust is to develop designs
with passive/inherent safety features that
minimize reliance on engineered safety systems
and operator actions for off-normal events.
Significant progress has been made in this
regard. Two advanced LMR designs have been
developed through the conceptual stage: The
General Electric's Power Reactor Inherently Safe
Module (PRISM) and Rockwell International's
Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor (SAFR). Both
concepts meet the NRC advanced reactor policy
guidelines, and both provide substantial margins
of safety beyond the limits established by NRC
licensing requirements. The use of inherent
reactor shutdown and heat removal systems for
both designs has reduced accident scenarios to
those with very minimal consequences to both
plant personnel and the public. Papers
addressing the specifics of the PRISM and SAFR
design efforts are presented later in this
session.

In the near-term, advanced reactor
development activities will continue to focus on
trade-off studies to reduce design
uncertainties, improve safety margins, and
further improve plant economics. During this
period, program participants are working with
the NRC to eliminate outstanding issues and to
establish an efficient procedure for licensing
advanced reactor systems. There are also
important roles for the electric utilities and
the nuclear industry in developing LMR
designs. By early participation in the
development of design requirements and in design
reviews, the private sector can help ensure
availability of a system that is consistent with
marketplace requirements and that is tailored to
meet utility needs of the future. It is
intended that these interactions and exchanges
will continue throughout the design.

Baaed on the result of current studies and
NRC design evaluations, a reference LMR design
will be selected later this year for advanced
conceptual ' design development. During the
advanced conceptual design phase, which is
expected to continue for three years, trade-off
studies on technical design issues will be
conducted, utilizing the results of verification
testing and related technology development
support efforts. In addition to the LMR work
being done at ANL-W and WHC, the Energy
Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) in Santa

Susana, California, is focusing on non-nuclear
testing of liquid metal components with n.ajor
emphasis on steam generator testing. Activities
encompass helical coil steam generator testing,
preparations for testing a double wall use
steam generator in a cooperative program with
the Japanese Atomic Power Company (JAPC) that
also includes testing of a JAPC flow-tube model
steam generator, and testing of advanced
technology and materials (e.g., modified 9 Cr-1
Mo steel and improved chemical and acoustical
leak detection systems). Activities at ETEC
also include an endurance test of a model pump
for Kawasaki Heavy Industries and Rockwell
International, seismic testing including work
for the NRC and EPR1, and advanced decay heat
removal system testing.

At the conclusion of the advanced
conceptual design phase, it is expected that the
technology base will be in place to support a
marketplace decision on whether to proceed with
preliminary design of an LMR system. This
decision and future decisions on detailed design
and construction of a demonstration plant are
contingent on private sector and/or
international commitment to develop cost sharing
proposals.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

International cooperation is an important
element of advanced LMR development and is being
pursued in several ways. As a member of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development's (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA), and the International Energy Agency
(IEA), the United States participates in working
groups and seminars to exchange information on
LMR technology and other nuclear issues.
Second, DOE is party to international agreements
related to advanced nuclear technology
research. Third, joint collaborative R&D is
conducted at U.S. facilities and is directly
supported by foreign participation. An example
of such cooperation is the U.S./Japanese (Japan
Atomic Power Company) effort on steam generator
development at ETEC.

A second example is the U.S./Japanese Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) reprocessing technology development
program at ORNL that includes exchange of
technical information and tests on Japanese
fuel, tests of remote systems technology
concepts, and assessments of reprocessing plant
safeguards: During Phase 1 of the program,
reprocessing equipment, systems and technology
are planned for incorporation into PNC's design
of their Recycle Equipment Test Facility
(RETF). The follow-on Phase 2 will involve U.S.
participation in the design, construction, and
hot operation of the RETF.



DOE, through its consolidated fuel
reprocessing program, has other cooperative
efforts with the U.K., France, and the Federal
Republic of Germany. Activities include testing
of solvent extraction hardware in the fast
reactor reprocessing facility at Dounreay and
testing of remote servo-manipulator hardware in
prototypic environments in CEfi facilities.

The DOE hopes to encourage international
support for advanced reactor design activities,
and subsequent demonstration plant construction
and operation to minimize costs and reduce the
F&D risks inherent in undertakings of the
magnitude of a new reactor and fuel cycle
system. A Joint U.S./international reactor
plant project, teaming U.S. and foreign industry
and government, may become a desired deployment
option for a future plant project.

CONCLUSION

The U.S. maintains an active, dynamic
development program in Liquid Metal Reactor
technology. The program is realistic, in
keeping with the times, and is structured to
carry out the R4D necessary to develop the
complete reactor system, including the fuel
cycle. Safety research and development is
central to the program. Safety positions are
Still evolving at this time, but substantial
progress has been made.
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